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Take a Walk On The Wild Side 
Applied Ethics and The Planning Process                                                   
 
By Catherine Heggen, BTRP FPIA FVPELA 
Director, Message Consultants 

 

Well a ‘walk on the wild side’ might well be an appropriate title for the events that have unfolded at the 
Federal Government level in the past week or so.  

 
Perhaps these events are symptomatic of a wider malaise. The corrosive effect of narrow self-interest and 
political mendacity on the formulation and delivery of a coherent public policy agenda is a condition that 
seems to occupy more and more of our daily news. It establishes a climate of mistrust, cynicism and 
despondency in our public institutions and processes. 

 

Planning and the structure of the decision making process is not immune from this climate. I think that the 
need for a walk on the wild side is far from fanciful, I consider it critical.  

 

Ethics and ethical leadership may sound lofty concepts and a little removed from day-to-day planning 
practice but I argue that; firstly, it is central to the discipline of modern town planning, and secondly that in 
my view, the structure of Victoria’s decision making process on town planning matters is unethical – a big 
statement I know – but I will explain. 

 

But firstly: what is/are ethics?  

I have consulted various dictionaries including the Oxford and Macquarie but the following is my own 
construction based on these and other various sources: 

“Ethics are the guiding principles that govern a person’s or an organisation’s behaviour. Ethics transcends 
religion, culture and time.”  

 

Ethics can be applied in the personal sphere - how an individual behaves and what influence a personal 
moral compass may have on an individual’s life decisions. Alternatively ethics can be applied in the civic 
sphere, which is what I want to focus on namely, ethics as practiced in the public square.  

 

Town planning at its very essence is about the public intervention into private property rights for a wider 
community benefit. It is a utilitarian model of ‘the greatest good for the greatest number of citizens.’ 

 

In the planning context, a wider community benefit for the greatest number of citizens does not just mean the 
existing community or current citizens – but importantly the future community and future citizens. Planning 
has a temporal dimension to it.  

 

This is where the balancing of competing or conflicting planning policies centred around a future outcome 
and the exercise of judgement by a planning professional or a decision maker, comes into play.  

 

Our western liberal democratic model of government is based on the Westminster doctrine of the separation 
of three powers which in turn has its antecedents in the teachings of ancient Greek philosophers including 
Plato, Aristotle and Socrates.  
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The three powers being separated are the legislative (or parliament) that makes laws, the executive (or 
government) that enacts laws and the judiciary that interprets laws. These three branches serve to limit the 
concentration of power and influence in any one function serving as a check and balance on each other.  

 

The Victorian planning system is based on a model where local Councils have power vested in them by the 
State to prepare planning schemes – in effect the ‘law’ on how land can be used and developed.  

Councillors are democratically elected and are accountable to their current ratepayers and citizens and they 
should theoretically also be accountable to their future ratepayers and citizens.  

 

But herein lies the problem as I see it. Councils also get to interpret the law. Councils, for the purposes of my 
thesis also function as the judiciary. Councillors are very susceptible to views and pressures from the 
existing community and their existing citizens in how they apply their planning scheme.  

 

Their capacity to balance the very planning policies they formulate is often curtailed unreasonably in favour 
of their present constituency. As a consequence future citizens are so often denied a voice, the practice of 
town planning is diminished and the principle of the separation of powers corrupted.  
 

This system of decision making creates 2 key problems as I see it: 

 
Problem 1 Diminished trust in the planning system.  

There is an ongoing loss of ‘discretion’ in our planning system which has been designed on the foundation of 
‘performance based’ controls. Performance based controls require judgement around meeting policy 
outcomes, thereby leaving room for site responsive design and new ideas and innovation.  

 

However, if the public’s trust in the decision makers’ ability to stay free from narrow self or political interest 
then the public reaction is for more regulation and the consequential loss of innovation and adaptation for 
fast changing cities.  

 

Diminished trust in the planning system leads to increased regulation and a retreat from performance based 
planning schemes.  

 

Importantly, if there was more trust in the decision making at the local Council level, there would be less 
need for recourse to VCAT.  

 

Problem 2 The ‘de-skilling’ of the planning professional.  

The capacity for planning professionals, particularly at local Council level, to exercise judgement and 
integrate competing policies at both state and local level to achieve a net community benefit for present and 
future generations, is diminished as a consequence of the loss of trust in the planning system.  

 

The recital of planning policies selectively extracted from the planning scheme to be applied in an 
assessment of a particular permit application is an easy fall-back position and a cop out.  

 

Similarly, the ‘tick the box’ assessment which does not qualitatively interrogate a non-compliance is an easy 
grab for a local Councillor to bend to a particular constituents view.  
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So what is the solution?  

My solution is one which is not original and has been canvassed before, namely that Regional Panels should 
be established to decide permit applications of a certain class or size.  

 

The Panels should be responsible for a wider geographic or administrative area than an individual 
municipality and the Panel’s decision after a public process should be reviewable by VCAT. Panels should 
be comprised of experienced professionals with skills in the relevant areas to be decided. Planning is a wide 
ranging discipline based on a utilitarian model of allocating scarce resources. So you might expect say an 
agricultural economist or geologist to be a Panel member in a rural area or a built environment specialist or 
traffic engineer in a metropolitan context.  

 

Panels could have local Councillor representation however they would be in the minority and would not sit on 
matters located within their own municipality.  

 

The “law making” function of the local Council would remain. Councils would still prepare and exhibit 
planning scheme amendments and do the research and strategic planning that underpins them.  

 

Council planning officers would have delegated authority to decide smaller classes of permit applications and 
would also assess and report to the Regional Panel for matters within their respective municipality.  

 

The Planning and Environment Act 1987 does make provisions for “Planning Application Committees” 
(Section 97MA). However, these Committees can only advise, not decide permit applications and only on 
those permit applications that the Minister for Planning chooses to refer to them.    

 

Whilst recognising that no system is perfect, the Regional Panels that I advocate would separate the ‘law 
maker’ from the ‘law interpreter’. 

 

They would also as a consequence engender the improved skilling up and restoration of the capacity of the 
planning professional to exercise judgement on conflicting planning policies to achieve a net community 
benefit for present and future generations.  

Lest this be interpreted as an attack on local democracy and local Councils, in addition to their role in making 
the law, Councillors could also represent a group and individual within their electorate and function as an 
advocate to and in front of Regional Panels.  

 

As Melbourne grows to a city of 8 million by 2050, far reaching and transformative urban renewal and 
infrastructure initiatives are required. Planning decisions on the delivery of housing and other projects should 
be regionally based and lifted beyond local municipal boundaries.  

 

A system of Regional Panels would improve the standing of and public trust in planning decision making and 
ethical leadership in the planning system.  

 

C. A Heggen 


